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Electric and Hybrid Vehicles: Power Sources, Models, Sustainability, Infrastructure and the
Market reviews the performance, cost, safety, and sustainability of battery systems for hybrid
electric vehicles (HEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs), including nickel-metal hydride batteries
and Li-ion batteries. Throughout this book, especially in the first chapters, alternative vehicles
with different power trains are compared in terms of lifetime cost, fuel consumption, and
environmental impact. The emissions of greenhouse gases are particularly dealt with. The
improvement of the battery, or fuel cell, performance and governmental incentives will play a
fundamental role in determining how far and how substantial alternative vehicles will penetrate
into the market. An adequate recharging infrastructure is of paramount importance for the
diffusion of vehicles powered by batteries and fuel cells, as it may contribute to overcome the
so-called range anxiety."" Thus, proposed battery charging techniques are summarized and
hydrogen refueling stations are described. The final chapter reviews the state of the art of the
current models of hybrid and electric vehicles along with the powertrain solutions adopted by
the major automakers. Contributions from the worlds leading industry and research experts
Executive summaries of specific case studies Information on basic research and application
approaches
The importance of lubricants in virtually all fields of the engineering industry is reflected by an
increasing scientific research of the basic principles. Energy efficiency and material saving are
just two core objectives of the employment of high-tech lubricants. The encyclopedia presents
a comprehensive overview of the current state of knowledge in the realm of lubrication. All the
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aspects of fundamental data, underlying concepts and use cases, as well as theoretical
research and last but not least terminology are covered in hundreds of essays and definitions,
authored by experts in their respective fields, from industry and academic institutes.
This is the definitive collection of short stories by Saul Bellow. Abundant, precise, various, rich
and exuberant, the stories display the stylistic and emotional brilliance which characterizes this
master of prose. Some stories recount the events of a single day, some are contained in a
wider frame; each story is a characteristic combination of observation and a celebration of
humanity.
This book addresses the use, operation and maintenance of new renewable energy systems,
taking into account their integration in the current electrical markets and in the new emergent
uses of energy. The book is based on practical experiences which present different
perspectives about what occurs once an energy production plant based on sources of
renewable energy is in production. Questions to be addressed include: how the energy
produced is integrated into the current system of energy production, what is its consideration in
the electrical market, what the impact is on society, how differential the strategies of operation
and maintenance are with respect to conventional systems of energy production, etc.
A beautiful presentation of a new suite of works made for the Menil Collection by Allora &
Calzadilla The Puerto Rico-based collaborative duo Allora & Calzadilla created Specters of
Noon as a group of seven large-scale works specifically for the Menil Collection. The ensemble
is orchestrated around the idea of solar noon, a notion derived from Surrealist texts by Caillois,
Césaire, and others that probe the transcultural mythology of noon--a time when shadows
vanish and delirious visions momentarily reign. The works include light projections, guano, ship
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engines, live vocal performance, and coal. Using the Menil's Surrealist holdings as a point of
departure, Specters of Noon is infused throughout with a Caribbean perspective that
addresses the instability of environmental and colonial politics; one work is a power
transformer damaged in Hurricane Maria that is half-sheathed in bronze. Filled with stunning
installation photography and insightful texts both commissioned and reprinted, this volume
captures the spirit of Jennifer Allora (b. 1974) and Guillermo Calzadilla's (b. 1971) deeply
researched and multifaceted work.
A step-by-step tutorial on Autodesk Inventor basics Autodesk Inventor is used by design
professionals for 3D modeling, generating 2D drawings, finite element analysis, mold design,
and other purposes. This tutorial is aimed at novice users of Inventor and gives you all the
basic information you need so you can get the essential skills to work in Autodesk Inventor
immediately. This book will get you started with basics of part modeling, assembly modeling,
presentations, and drawings. Next, it teaches you some intermediate level topics such as
additional part modeling tools, sheet metal modeling, top down assembly feature, assembly
joints, dimension & annotations, and model based dimensioning. Brief explanations, practical
examples and step wise instructions make this tutorial complete. Table of Contents 1. Getting
Started with Inventor 2019 2. Part Modeling Basics 3. Assembly Basics 4. Creating Drawings
5. Sketching 6. Additional Modeling Tools 7. Sheet Metal Modeling 8. Top-Down Assembly and
Assembly Joints 9. Dimensions and Annotations 10. Model Based Dimensioning
This textbook offers a comprehensive review of tractor design fundamentals. Discussing more
than hundred problems and including about six hundred international references, it offers a
unique resource to advanced undergraduate and graduate students, researchers and also
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practical engineers, managers, test engineers, consultants and even old-timer fans. Tractors
are the most important pieces of agricultural mechanization, hence a key factor of feeding the
world. In order to address the educational needs of both less and more developed countries,
the author included fundamentals of simple but proved designs for tractors with moderate
technical levels, along with extensive information concerning modern, premium tractors. The
broad technical content has been structured according to five technology levels, addressing all
components. Relevant ISO standards are considered in all chapters. The book covers
historical highlights, tractor project management (including cost management), traction
mechanics, tires (including inflation control), belt ground drives, and ride dynamics. Further
topics are: chassis design, diesel engines (with emission limits and installation instructions), all
important types of transmissions, topics in machine element design, and human factors
(health, safety, comfort). Moreover, the content covers tractor-implement management
systems, in particular ISOBUS automation and hydraulic systems. Cumulative damage
fundamentals and tractor load spectra are described and implemented for dimensioning and
design verification. Fundamentals of energy efficiency are discussed for single tractor
components and solutions to reduce the tractor CO2 footprint are suggested.
Working Guide to Reservoir Engineering provides an introduction to the fundamental concepts
of reservoir engineering. The book begins by discussing basic concepts such as types of
reservoir fluids, the properties of fluid containing rocks, and the properties of rocks containing
multiple fluids. It then describes formation evaluation methods, including coring and core
analysis, drill stem tests, logging, and initial estimation of reserves. The book explains the
enhanced oil recovery process, which includes methods such as chemical flooding, gas
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injection, thermal recovery, technical screening, and laboratory design for enhanced recovery.
Also included is a discussion of fluid movement in waterflooded reservoirs. Predict local
variations within the reservoir Explain past reservoir performance Predict future reservoir
performance of field Analyze economic optimization of each property Formulate a plan for the
development of the field throughout its life Convert data from one discipline to another
Extrapolate data from a few discrete points to the entire reservoir
Today, organizations face tremendous challenges with data explosion and information
governance. InfoSphereTM OptimTM solutions solve the data growth problem at the source by
managing the enterprise application data. The Optim Data Growth solutions are consistent,
scalable solutions that include comprehensive capabilities for managing enterprise application
data across applications, databases, operating systems, and hardware platforms. You can
align the management of your enterprise application data with your business objectives to
improve application service levels, lower costs, and mitigate risk. In this IBM® Redbooks®
publication, we describe the IBM InfoSphere Optim Data Growth solutions and a methodology
that provides implementation guidance from requirements analysis through deployment and
administration planning. We also discuss various implementation topics including system
architecture design, sizing, scalability, security, performance, and automation. This book is
intended to provide various systems development professionals, Data Solution Architects, Data
Administrators, Modelers, Data Analysts, Data Integrators, or anyone who has to analyze or
integrate data structures, a broad understanding about IBM InfoSphere Optim Data Growth
solutions. By being used in conjunction with the product manuals and online help, this book
provides guidance about implementing an optimal solution for managing your enterprise
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application data.
Energy Efficiency: Concepts and Calculations is the first book of its kind to provide an applied,
systems oriented description of energy intensity and efficiency in modern economies across
the entire energy chain. With an emphasis on analysis, specifically energy flow analysis,
lifecycle energy accounting, economic analysis, technology evaluation, and policies/strategies
for adopting high energy efficiency standards, the book provides a comprehensive
understanding of the concepts, tools and methodologies for studying and modeling macro-level
energy flows through, and within, key economic sectors (electric power, industrial, commercial,
residential and transportation). Providing a technical discussion of the application of common
methodologies (e.g. cost-benefit analysis and lifecycle assessment), each chapter contains
figures intended to be diagnostic, charts and examples from each sector, including the policies
that have been put in place to promote and incentivize the adoption of energy efficient
technologies. Contains models and tools to analyze each stage at the macro-level by tracking
energy consumption and how the resulting data might change energy use Includes accessible
references and a glossary of common terms at the end of each chapter Provides diagnostic
figures, tables and schematics within the context of local, regional and national energy
consumption and utilization
‘A compelling invitation to imagine the future we want’ —BRIAN CHRISTIAN, author of The
Most Human Human By 2062 we will have built machines as intelligent as us – so the leading
artificial intelligence and robotics experts predict. But what will this future look like? In 2062,
world-leading researcher Toby Walsh considers the impact AI will have on work, war,
economics, politics, everyday life and even death. Will automation take away most jobs? Will
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robots become conscious and take over? Will we become immortal machines ourselves,
uploading our brains to the cloud? How will politics adjust to the post-truth, post-privacy
digitised world? When we have succeeded in building intelligent machines, how will life on this
planet unfold? Based on a deep understanding of technology, 2062 describes the choices we
need to make today to ensure that the future remains bright. ‘Clarity and sanity in a world full
of fog and uncertainty – a timely book about the race to remain human.’ —RICHARD
WATSON, author of Digital Vs. Human and futurist-in-residence at Imperial College, London
‘One of the deepest questions facing humanity, pondered by a mind well and truly up to the
task.’ —ADAM SPENCER, broadcaster
Using circuit diagrams, PCB layouts, parts lists and clear construction and installation details,
this book provides everything someone with a basic knowledge of electronics needs to know in
order to put that knowledge into practice. This latest collection of Maplin projects are a variety
of power supply projects, the necessary components for which are readily available from the
Maplin catalogue or any of their high street shops. Projects include, laboratory power supply
projects for which there are a wide range of applications for the hobbyist, from servicing
portable audio and video equipment to charging batteries; and miscellaneous projects such as
a split charge unit for use in cars or similar vehicles when an auxiliary battery is used to power
12v accessories in a caravan or trailer. Both useful and innovative, these projects are above all
practical and affordable.
This book offers a comprehensive and timely overview of internal combustion engines for use
in marine environments. It reviews the development of modern four-stroke marine engines, gas
and gas–diesel engines and low-speed two-stroke crosshead engines, describing their
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application areas and providing readers with a useful snapshot of their technical features, e.g.
their dimensions, weights, cylinder arrangements, cylinder capabilities, rotation speeds, and
exhaust gas temperatures. For each marine engine, information is provided on the
manufacturer, historical background, development and technical characteristics of the
manufacturer’s most popular models, and detailed drawings of the engine, depicting its main
design features. This book offers a unique, self-contained reference guide for engineers and
professionals involved in shipbuilding. At the same time, it is intended to support students at
maritime academies and university students in naval architecture/marine engineering with their
design projects at both master and graduate levels, thus filling an important gap in the
literature.
Master the nuances of today's federal taxation using the balanced, conceptual approach in
Murphy/Higgins' CONCEPTS IN FEDERAL TAXATION 2019. This edition presents the latest
tax codes and changes for the most recent tax year using a clear, straightforward approach.
You focus on understanding the unifying concepts behind the Internal Revenue Code rather
than memorizing the details of the Code.Concepts and applications appear in brief,
comprehensible segments that are ideal for CPA Exam review. In addition, examples relate
concepts to familiar business scenarios while a wealth of exercises provides more practice
than any other book of this kind. CengageNOWv2 online homework tool helps optimizes study.
Intuit ProConnect software and RIA Checkpoint® Student Edition from Thomson Reuters also
provide practice with professional tax tools as you strengthen your conceptual understanding
of taxation.

Marine Diesel Basics 1Maintenance, Lay-up, winter Protection, Tropical Storage,
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Spring RecommissionVoyage Press
This book provides the basis needed for a dialogue between intensivists and
emergency surgeons regarding the management and monitoring of acute care surgery
(ACS) patients who require Intensive Care Unit (ICU) admission. It puts forward a
practical approach to the treatment of common emergencies in daily clinical practice,
and shares essential information on the treatment and monitoring of hemodynamic,
respiratory, metabolic and neurological problems related to acute surgical patients
requiring ICU admission. Furthermore, it includes two chapters regarding diagnostic
and interventional radiology (fundamentals in daily emergency clinical practice), and
addresses important issues such as ethics, mass casualty care, and care in lowresource settings. As such, the book not only offers a valuable guide for all practicing
surgeons and intensivists, but is also relevant for residents and fellows who are
newcomers to ACS.
Handbook of Biomechatronics provides an introduction to biomechatronic design as
well as in-depth explanations of some of the most exciting and ground-breaking
biomechatronic devices in the world today. Edited by Dr. Jacob Segil and written by a
team of biomechatronics experts, the work begins with broad topics concerning
biomechatronic design and components, followed by more detailed discussions of
specific biomechatronic devices spanning many disciplines. This book is structured into
three main parts: biomechatronic design, biomechatronic components, and
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biomechatronic devices. The biomechatronic design chapter discusses the history of
biomechatronics, conceptual design theory, biomechatronic design methods, and
design tools. The next section discusses the technologies involved in the following
components: sensors, actuators, and control systems. The biomechatronic devices
chapters contains distinct examples of biomechatronic devices spanning visual
prostheses to brain-machine interfaces. Each chapter presents the development of
these biomechatronic devices followed by an in-depth discussion of the current state of
the art The only book that covers biomechatronic design, components, and devices in
one comprehensive text Accessible for readers in multiple areas of study, such as
bioengineering, computer science, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and
chemical engineering Includes the most recent and groundbreaking advances and work
in the biomechatronics field through industry and academic contributors
Why are so many of the superhero myths tied up with loss, often violent, of parents or
parental figures? What is the significance of the dual identity? What makes some
superhuman figures "good" and others "evil"? Why are so many of the prime
superheroes white and male? How has the superhero evolved over the course of the
20th and early 21st centuries? And how might the myths be changing? Why is it that
the key superhero archetypes - Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Spider-Man, the
X-Men - touch primal needs and experiences in everyone? Why has the superhero
moved beyond the pages of comics into other media? All these topics, and more, are
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covered in this lively and original exploration of the reasons why the superhero - in
comic books, films, and TV - is such a potent myth for our times and culture.>
Quilted and embellished with beads, crystals, fibers, and found objects, inchies--quilts
measuring 1 inch by 1 inch--are miniature works of art that can be incorporated into
traditional, contemporary, and art quilts as an integral part of the quilt design. This
mixed technique and pattern book provides complete instructions for innovating and
adapting the Inchie techniques.
Are you ready to improve your skills and knowledge of Affinity Photo? If you ever find
yourself wondering how to do something in Affinity Photo, then this book is for you. It
doesn’t matter if you are a novice or advanced Affinity user, you are likely to discover
something you didn’t know by reading this book. In Affinity Photo How To you will learn
how to perform common tasks such as how to crop a photo, how to sharpen an image
or how to create a mask. But in doing so you will learn much more than just a collection
of simple techniques. Each chapter of the book focusses on a different activity, and
using instructive exercises, explains how Affinity Photo works. Importantly, it links what
might seem unrelated activities together, to build your understanding and editing skill in
Affinity Photo. By the end of this book, you will find you are delving deep into Affinity
Photo to perform tasks such as easily creating complex selections and masks. Here are
just a few examples of what you will learn: · How to customise almost every aspect of
the Affinity interface. · How to control the many different options when exporting an
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image, like colour space, bit depth and image resolution. · How to edit images using
different colour formats for example RGB and CMYK, but how to do this without
changing the image format. · How to easily add layer effects including shadows,
outlines, and glows. · How blending modes work and how you can use these with
different Affinity Photo tools like the Paint Brush. · How to use the Refine Selection
dialog to greatly improve the accuracy of a selection automatically. What may seem like
a simple topic will probably delve much deeper into Affinity Photo than you imagine.
Accompanying the many exercises in this book are sample files. You can download
these from the authors website, allowing you to follow along in your own copy of Affinity
Photo. Packed with tips and advice, this book is a valuable resource for all users of
Affinity Photo.
A teen infiltrates a drug ring to settle a vendetta in this fast-paced novel from the author
of Street Pharm and Snitch. Darren took the fall for Diamond Tony, the notorious head
of the city’s drug cartel. Two years later, Darren’s finally out of juvie—and determined
to get even. Working as an informant for the police, Darren infiltrates Diamond Tony’s
operation. But falling for sweet, innocent Jessica was not part of that plan. She’s a
distraction—and a liability. She’s also everything Darren dreamed about while he was
locked up, and with her, he has the promise of a fresh start. When a deadly turf war
breaks out between Diamond Tony and the Bloods, Darren gets caught in the crossfire.
The cops think he’s playing both sides, and any mistake could be his last. Darren has
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to stay on his game if he’s going to protect Jessica—and if he’s going to stay alive.
If you want to learn the basics of having a trucking company business, then get "How To Start
a Trucking Company" which is written by a person with real life experience starting a trucking
company business. How To Start a Trucking Company is a guide designed to help anyone who
is interested in starting a trucking business. In this guide you will learn how to operate your
company the right way. This guide will take you step by step through the whole process, from
start to finish. Whether you decide to start with one truck or 150 trucks, you can use the
information in this guide to put you on the right path. This guide discusses the first step to take
after you have made the decision to open a trucking company. You will learn how to obtain the
paperwork needed to apply for your company name as well as Employer Identification Number.
You will be given tips on how to advertise your company and advertise for drivers. New rules
for the trucking industry are in a section called CSA 2010, giving you the new information from
FMCSA and how it will affect the way most companies are operated. Information pertaining to
driver qualifications, physicals, and experience will be discussed. In this guide, you will find out
how trucking software helps your company with dispatching, inventory control, personnel time
sheets, drivers and equipment. This guide will show you how to obtain freight, the contract with
certain customers and how to write a proposal to a company to haul their freight. Analyzing
your competition is a great section that tells you how to search for the freight you want to haul
and see what other companies are also moving freight for that customer. Before you do all that
is mentioned above, you must first write a business plan and calculate you start up costs. This
will be discussed in detail in the first section of this guide. You will find out what the differences
between S Corp, C Corp, and LLC, which will be the best for your type of business. There will
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information on how to apply for financing from SBA and grants from other government
agencies and private financing. By the time you get to the end of this guide, you should be able
to follow each step and have your company ready to open within a month, if not sooner. Good
luck! About the Expert Marilyn Coleman is a former professional truck driver. She started out
as an administrative assistant, but felt like something was missing. She followed her dreams of
becoming a professional truck driver and became an owner-operator. After talking with her
father, who drove for 25 years himself, she took the step and has been driving for 17 years.
During her long career as a truck driver, Marilyn traveled all over the U.S., met some
interesting people, visited some interesting places, and learned a lot about the industry. As an
owner-operator, she ran a small business with just one truck. She learned how to dispatch and
deal with brokers, shippers, receivers, and other drivers. She no longer drives, but still keeps
up with changes in rules and regulations in the trucking industry so she can inform her friends
about those changes. HowExpert publishes quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by
everyday experts.
Author Vizard covers blending the bowls, basic porting procedures, as well as pocket porting,
porting the intake runners, and many advanced procedures. Advanced procedures include
unshrouding valves and developing the ideal port area and angle.
Create high-tech walking, talking, and thinking robots "McComb hasn’t missed a beat. It’s an
absolute winner!" -GeekDad, Wired.com Breathe life into the robots of your dreams—without
advanced electronics or programming skills. Arduino Robot Bonanza shows you how to build
autonomous robots using ordinary tools and common parts. Learn how to wire things up,
program your robot's brain, and add your own unique flair. This easy-to-follow, fully illustrated
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guide starts with the Teachbot and moves to more complex projects, including the musical
TuneBot, the remote-controlled TeleBot, a slithering snakelike 'bot, and a robotic arm with 16
inches of reach! Get started on the Arduino board and software Build a microcontroller-based
brain Hook up high-tech sensors and controllers Write and debug powerful Arduino apps
Navigate by walking, rolling, or slithering Program your 'bot to react and explore on its own Add
remote control and wireless video Generate sound effects and synthesized speech Develop
functional robot arms and grippers Extend plans and add exciting features
1D and Multi-D Modeling Techniques for IC Engine Simulation provides a description of the
most significant and recent achievements in the field of 1D engine simulation models and
coupled 1D-3D modeling techniques, including 0D combustion models, quasi-3D methods and
some 3D model applications.
Diesel Technology provides up-to-date instruction on the construction, operation, service, and
repair of two- and four-stroke diesel engines. The 2001 edition includes new information on
electronic engine controls and fuel injection. Coverage ranges from fundamental operation to
the latest in diesel engine technology. Content relates to on- and off-road vehicles, as well as
marine, agricultural, and industrial applications.
Are you fed up with reading long, boring, lengthy paragraphs after paragraphs of text and want
to get up and running in Python as soon as possible? Well, you're not alone. I for one hate
having to read through masses of text for very little benefit. Python Programming Reloaded:
How to Code Python Fast In Just 24 Hours With 7 Simple Steps strips away the non essentials
and instead provides you with the fundamentals from which you can blossom as a Python
programmer in Just 7 simple steps. So, what can I expect from the book? Learn the BasicsPage 15/18
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this book provides you with the fundamental building blocks to get you up and running in
Python in no time. Learn it Quick -Written for simplicity so that you can learn Python quickly
and efficiently. Start Coding Fast -You start coding as soon as Python is installed on your
computer. Anything else? Yes!. This book will supercharge your Python learning experience.
Steam Generation from Biomass: Construction and Design of Large Boilers provides in-depth
coverage of steam generator engineering for biomass combustion. It presents the design
process and the necessary information needed for an understanding of not only the function of
different components of a steam generator, but also what design choices have been made.
Professor Vakkilainen explores each particular aspect of steam generator design from the
point-of-view of pressure part design, mechanical design, layout design, process design,
performance optimization, and cost optimization. Topics such as fuels and their emissions,
steam-water circulation, auxiliary equipment, availability and reliability, measurements and
control, manufacture, erection, and inspection are covered. Special attention is given to
recovery boilers and fluidized bed boilers, and automated design and dimensioning calculation
spreadsheets are available for download at the book’s companion website. This book is
intended for both design engineers and steam boiler operators, as well as those involved in
plant management and equipment purchasing. Provides a complete overview of biomass
steam boilers, including processes, phenomena, and nomenclature Presents a clear view of
how biomass boilers differ from fossil fuel boilers Covers the most used types of large-scale
biomass boilers, including recovery boilers, fluidized bed boilers, and auxiliary equipment
Includes a companion website with spreadsheets, calculation examples, and automatic
calculation tools for design and dimensioning
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Cranes on trains? Goats on boats? Dragons on wagons? Join in the fun with a host of
colourful animals as they ride, soar, whizz and zoom on a whole range of exciting
vehicles ... from tigers on gliders to ducks on trucks. Add to that a text to read aloud to
the tune of 'The Wheels on the Bus' and ... What a combination! The whales on the bus
ride round the town, Round the town, round the town. The whales on the bus ride round
the town, All day long! Jam-packed with things on wheels and a whole lot of crazy
creatures, this zany adventure provides endless fun for fans of planes, trains, cars,
buses and animals of all kinds! Little ones will love singing along to the tune of a
favourite nursery rhyme, with bold, colourful illustrations by the instantly recognisable
Nick Sharratt and text by the talented Katrina Charman.
This book presents the papers from the latest conference in this successful series on
fuel injection systems for internal combustion engines. It is vital for the automotive
industry to continue to meet the demands of the modern environmental agenda. In
order to excel, manufacturers must research and develop fuel systems that guarantee
the best engine performance, ensuring minimal emissions and maximum profit. The
papers from this unique conference focus on the latest technology for state-of-the-art
system design, characterisation, measurement, and modelling, addressing all
technological aspects of diesel and gasoline fuel injection systems. Topics range from
fundamental fuel spray theory, component design, to effects on engine performance,
fuel economy and emissions. Presents the papers from the IMechE conference on fuel
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injection systems for internal combustion engines Papers focus on the latest technology
for state-of-the-art system design, characterisation, measurement and modelling;
addressing all technological aspects of diesel and gasoline fuel injection systems
Topics range from fundamental fuel spray theory and component design to effects on
engine performance, fuel economy and emissions
The complete manual for understanding engine codes, troubleshooting, basic
maintenance and more.
Seeing is Understanding. The first VISUAL guide to marine diesel systems on
recreational boats. Step-by-step instructions in clear, simple drawings explain how to
maintain, winterize and recommission all parts of the system - fuel deck fill - engine batteries - transmission - stern gland - propeller. Book one of a new series. Canadian
author is a sailor and marine mechanic cruising aboard his 36-foot steel-hulled Chevrier
sloop. Illustrations: 300+ drawings Pages: 222 pages Published: 2017 Format:
softcover Category: Inboards, Gas & Diesel
This is the third edition of CSA B335, superseding the previous editions- 2004 and
1994. This Standard specifies the key elements of a lift truck safety program and also
provides recommended qualifications for lift truck trainers and maintenance technicians
and personnel.
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